A Mixture of Transformed Hidden Markov Models for elastic motion estimation.
Elastic motion is a nonrigid motion constrained only by some degree of smoothness and continuity. Consequently, elastic motion estimation by explicit feature matching actually contains two correlated subproblems: shape registration and motion tracking, which account for spatial smoothness and temporal continuity, respectively. If we ignore their interrelationship, solving each of them alone will be rather challenging, especially when the cluttered features are involved. To integrate them into a probabilistic model, one straightforward approach is to draw the dependence between their hidden states. With regard to their separated states, there are, however, two different explanations of motion which are still made under the individual constraint of smoothness or continuity. Each one can be error-prone, and their coupling causes error propagation. Therefore, it is highly desirable to design a probabilistic model in which a unified state is shared by the two subproblems. This paper is intended to propose such a model, i.e., a Mixture of Transformed Hidden Markov Models (MTHMM), where a unique explanation of motion is made simultaneously under the spatiotemporal constraints. As a result, the MTHMM could find a coherent global interpretation of elastic motion from local cluttered edge features, and experiments show its robustness under ambiguities, data missing, and outliers.